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Background
⚫

Despite multiple planning and design efforts (front end planning, set based design,
target value design), an endemic inability of project teams to predict project
performance outcomes reliably exists (Grau and Back 2015)

⚫

Recurring cost and schedule deviations (Payne 1995; Flyvbjerg et al. 2002; Isidore and Back 2002;
Bordat et al. 2004; McKenna et al. 2006; Liu et al., 2013; Kim and Reinschmidt 2011; Orberlender and Trost 2001;
Grau et al. 2014)

⚫

The weight of such deviations has been since early in the XX century “not only by a
few percent but by several factors” (Flyvbjerg 2006)

⚫

Overall, such predictability performance problem has become a cornerstone for the
construction industry

Objective and Methods
⚫

As a departure from previous efforts, the
study presented in this article aimed at
characterizing the novel practice of project
validation

⚫

Data was collected from eight subject
matter experts through phone interviews
with an open-ended interview protocol

⚫

Phone interviews lasted between 1 and 2
hours and were audio-recorded

⚫

During the interviews, each expert was requested to select one remarkable project
validation, and shared validation aspects such as information inputs and outputs, team
and culture, validation steps, or approval solicitation.

Study in Numbers

8

Subject Matter

Experts

598

Minutes of Interviews

60+

Years of Validation Experience

83,624

Words Transcribed & Coded

What is Validation? (& What is Not)
⚫

Project validation aims at proving or disproving with limited or no design whether the
team can deliver a project that satisfies the owner’s business case and scope within the
owner’s allowable constraints of cost and schedule and with an acceptable level of risk
⚫

⚫

It sets the commitment of the team towards achieving project goals and accepting
the shared risks of failing to do so

Validation is not design
It aims at establishing the basis of design and conceptual estimate
⚫ Validation is the time to stay fluid and open, collaborate and innovate, identify
opportunities, add value, and build certainty.
⚫

⚫

Noted confusion as to what validation is among industry practitioners

When?

Project Authorization Decision

Integrated Form of Agreement or
Other Contractual Agreement

“Be responsive, be respectful, be
professional, be accountable, be
collaborative.”

Team
How?Driven
⚫

⚫

⚫

Disciplines expected to provide information
continuously must be represented in the
team
Each partner must allocate one or more
experts that secure the estimating and
design expertise and volume of work that
validation requires
Team members must possess conceptual
estimating skills

“I think the soft side, behavioral skills,
the kind of things you can't necessarily
teach people, getting the right people in
the room is absolutely paramount.”

High

Low

Conceptual Estimating (*)

❑

❑

Basic Design (*)

❑

❑

Detailed Design

❑

❑

Similar Projects (*)

❑

❑

IPD

❑

❑

Lean Construction

❑

❑

Team Building (*)

❑

❑

Commitment (*)

❑

❑

Problem Solving (*)

❑

❑

Time Management (*)

❑

❑

Accountability (*)

❑

❑

Leadership

❑

❑

Technical Skills

Experience

Behavior

(*) Core competency

Project Validation Process
⚫

Iteration between big room sessions and remote work by interdisciplinary cluster groups
that rapidly builds knowledge and certainty

⚫

Allowing the coexistence of multiple sets of options without necessarily settling on one
enables the team, later on when design information is available, to make design decisions
that ensure the cumulative impact of such decisions and thus add further value

⚫

Dedicated team, budget and schedule

“Don't settle on one solution
yet. It's too early. If you can
just put in your best solution,
but don't say that whatever
is in validation is the end
product. There's still an
opportunity to make
adjustments as the project
goes on”

Approval Solicitation and Go/No-Go Decision
⚫ At

approval solicitation, the Validation
Study is presented to owner stakeholders
with the objective to obtain the
authorization for the project and
corresponding release of funds

⚫ Stakeholders

evaluate the team
commitment and the certainty that the
team can meet such a commitment

⚫ When

not authorized, validation enables
the owner’s informed decision about the
project

“That's how we knew we
were done, the owner said,
"If you're prepared to
commit to that, we're
prepared to move forward"”

Benefits
⚫ Continuous

Learning and
Alignment. Validation sets the soft
skills and dynamics within the
team.

⚫ Business

Case Evidence. Validation
confirms, modifies, or denies the
owner’s business case.

⚫ Scope

Definition. By focusing on
clarity, validated projects often
avoid scope changes during design
and construction.

⚫ Enhanced

Value and Innovation.
Validation enables the generation
of value to the owner and team
and the reduction of waste during
the project delivery process

⚫ Cost

and Schedule Predictability.
SMEs express that the
combination of validation and IPD
virtually eliminates cost and
schedule overruns.

⚫ Streamlined

Design. By setting the
basis of design, validation reduces
information loops during design.

Conclusions
⚫ The

value of validation rests in establishing certainty and enabling an informed
decision, whatever the decision is, on behalf of the owner and the team at a
fraction of the expenditure than traditional design and estimating approaches
require

⚫ Validation

offers owners what likely is the “biggest bang for the buck” in
today’s capital delivery landscape

⚫ Organizations

with validation expertise regard it as a competitive advantage

Project Validation Guide

https://grau.engineering.asu.edu/validation-guide/

Questions?
david.grau@asu.edu

